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Intended for young children just becoming familiar with computers, this counting book introduces and reinforces new computer vocabulary and concepts. The numbers, from one to twelve, are presented along with words and illustrations from the world of computers, allowing for different activities in which children can count or match and name the numbers, pictures, and words. The 12 vocabulary items are computer, screens, keyboards, tape recorders, disk drives, printers, printouts, graphics, disks, tapes, joysticks, and keys. (NOD)
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A Beginning Note

Young children encounter computers more and more these days: on shopping trips, in their homes, at their parent's workplace and in school. During their early stages of computer literacy, children benefit from books which introduce and reinforce new vocabulary and concepts.

Chippy's Computer Numbers is a counting book in which the numbers from one to twelve are presented along with words and illustrations from the world of computers. There is lots of room for different activities in which children can count, match and name the numbers, pictures and words.

The new vocabulary presented here is extended in the second book of this series, Chippy's Computer Words. For more detailed definitions, The Primary Computer Dictionary is an excellent resource for youngsters and the adults working with them.
I can count to twelve!
Come and count with me.
one computer
two screens
three keyboards
four
tape recorders
five disk drives
six printers
seven printouts
eight
graphics
nine disks
ten tapes
eleven joysticks
twelve keys
Suzanne Girard and Kathlene R. Willing are both teachers in Toronto. At their learning centre, Education In Progress, they have taught hundreds of children all about computers.

As the authors of both the Primary and Junior Computer Dictionaries, they continue to write books and articles on the subject.

When not teaching or writing, you're apt to find Kathlene off to the theatre and Suzanne off to a craft show.

Melanie Hayes has worked with Suzanne and Kathlene on their series of computer books since they began. A graduate of the Ontario College of Art, her interests include commercial art, portraiture and fashion illustration.